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PLAYER INFO

Pro Position(s) Prospect (Last, First)

2/10/91 (27)Anderson, CJRB
Scout Name (Last, First) 

Donaldson, Nick
DOB (Age)

2017: vs SD 9/11, vs DAL 9/17, vs OAK 10/1, vs NYJ 12/10, at IND 12/14Tapes Viewed

3658

INJURIES

KEY STATS 2017 First Season as 16 Game Starter also only season to rush for 1,000 yards. Averages 4.4 

Yards/Carry for his career. Super Bowl Winner in 2015. Selected to Pro Bowl in 2014. 

2017-None 2016-Torn Meniscus(Week 7) 2015-Ankle(Week 14) 2014- Concussion (Week 1 Preseason) 

2013- Sprained MCL (Preseason) 

MEASURABLES

37 RB63%

SUMMARY

Secondary Cut, Home Run Threat, Receiving, and Patience. 

Starting RB who you can win with, best used on runs in A and B gap and C gap runs with a lead 

blocker. Utilizes Vision, Play Strength, and Balance to win on run plays and also in Pass 

Protection. Lacks 3DB opportunities to show ability to be receiving threat. 

Flexibility, Explosion, Balance, Competitive Toughness, Pass Protector, Vision, Play Strength, and Ball Security. 

5th year RB in his 1st year playing for offensive coordinator Mike McCoy. Lead RB in McCoy’s offense that featured

Power Run plays complimented with Zone Runs in an offense that rotated in three different backs per game where he

had about 62% of the carries. Good weight, and adequate height, arm, and hand size with a thick stocky build

throughout. Good AA with good balance, lateral explosion, lower body strength, and very flexible throughout his

ankles, knees, and hips. Good Mental Processing while receiving the ball on Zone Run plays he keys on unblocked LB

through combo block where he presses combo blocks to force LB’s to commit before attacking hole. While receiving

the ball on Power Run plays he shows solid Vision by keeping eyes downfield and cutting off LB’s flow to the play.

Good ability on Zone Runs to press LOS and use his good lateral explosion to jump cut to find space. Good burst

through the hole on Zone and Power Runs once he has committed to hole. Once through hole uses good agility and

instincts to setup and perform jump cuts with head and hip angling to make LB’s and DB’s miss. Good Vision and

Instincts to peek inside once through hole on Zone Runs to find flowing LB’s to create YAC with solid stiff arm

straight to the chest of starting caliber LB in the red zone. Very gritty runner once he has made contact shows very

strong lower body strength to carry pile for YAC. Shows good flexibility in hips and knees when turning up field

keeping pads square where he is able to bounce off oncoming LB’s and DB’s for YAC. Good Competitive Toughness for

example at the end of runs fighting for every yard or putting his body on the line to block a LB who is significantly

bigger. Shows consistent effort every game heightens intensity once he breaks tackle or runs clean through LOS like

he is gaining confidence through the play. Very good and willing pass protector anticipates and attacks rushers in the

hole on stunts to neutralize rusher’s space to win with length. Shows good awareness picking up blitzing DB’s and

LB’s. Solid anchor vs players that are relatively his size who bull rush and utilizes punch very well, good awareness of

angles helps him execute block and protect QB. Good receiver on swings, shovels, and screens, has good burst out of

the backfield. Shows good motor coordination with solid hands to be able to receive ball and turn up field without

slowing down for extra yardage. Adequate patience on outside zone runs, counters, and plays that involve a lead FB

outside of C gap runs. Adequate Eye Discipline when going from Zone Runs to Power Runs wants to look to next level

before cutting off lead block. Loses opportunity to make jump cuts behind LOS when he bumps into the back of his

blockers it disrupts his rhythm and vision. Once into the open field lacks home run speed adequate breakaway ability.

Adequate arm length and quick twitch limit his success blocking elusive talented Safety’s like Jamal Adams on blitzes.

Not a diverse weapon as a receiver adequate awareness on scramble plays or after initial route has been run.

Adequate route runner at this point due to the lack of opportunity to run a more detailed route tree, evaluation is

limited to running to space instead of actual routes. Starting RB who you can win with, best used on runs in A and B

gap and C gap runs with a lead blocker. Utilizes Vision, Play Strength, and Balance to win on run plays and also in Pass

Protection. Lacks 3DB opportunities to show ability to be receiving threat because of limited route tree. 

WORST

BEST

SCHEME FIT

PROJECTION

Best used on A and B gap runs and C gap runs with lead blocker. Very good Pass Protector who 

would fit in a Vertical "Air Coryell" type passing game where he can be used as a blocker. 


